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This paper shows that the 2-neighbour Kohonen algorithm is self-organizing under pretty general 
assumptions on the stimuli distribution p (supp(~~) contains a non-empty open set) and is a.s. conver- 
gent-in a weakened sense-as soon as p admits a log-concave density. The 0-neighbour algorithm is 
shown to have similar converging properties. Some numerical simulations illustrate the theoretical results 
and a counter-example provided by a specific class of density functions. 
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1. Introduction 
The so-called Kohonen algorithm was devised by Kohonen (1982) as a model of 
the biological phenomenon called retinotopy. It refers to the self-organization of 
the neural links, initially random, between the cortex cells and the retina cells 
according to the Hebb rule: a link between one retina cell and one cortex cell is 
strengthened in proportion to the product of the intensity of the stimulus received 
by the retina cell and the excitation of the cortex cell, 
Assume that the retina is represented by [0, 112 and the cortex by (1,. . . , n}‘. Xi, 
denotes the gravity center of the retina cells mapped with the cortex cell (i,j) at 
time t. For every stimulus w’+’ -uniformly distributed on [0, 112-the cortex cell, 
say (i,, jo), such as XI,,,, is the closest to w’+‘, is selected. The stimulus is then 
transmitted to the ‘neighbouring’ cortex cells. In fact, the corresponding cells zre 
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attracted by an w’+’ -centered homothety with ratio 1 - &, ~10, l[. One empirically 
verifies that, as time goes by, the process gets self-organized i.e. the cortex cells that 
are neighbours in the ‘index sense’ become connected to retina cells that are 
geometric neighbours. 
This algorithm may obviously be extended to dimensions d # 2, non-square 
supports, non-Euclidian distances, non-uniform stimuli, etc. 
Kohonen processed many simulations that displayed the self-organization 
property and the convergence of the algorithm (see Kohonen, 1984). He also gave 
a sketch of the (converging part of the) proof in the l-dim and ‘2-neighbour’ setting 
exclusively for independent and uniformly distributed stimuli. In Cottrell and Fort 
(1986) the first detailed proof of both self-organization and convergence (in distribu- 
tion when E, is constant and a.s. when 8, suitably goes to zero) of the algorithm 
was completed. The assumptions were, as Kohonen’s, that the stimuli are i.i.d. and 
uniform on [0, 11. 
Nowadays, the Kohonen algorithm is mostly an efficient algorithm for self- 
organization and automatic classification. It is often implemented in various scientific 
fields such as speech processing, image pre-processing and compression (see Nasrabadi and 
Feng, 1988), insurance scoring, statistical data analysis (see Ultsch, 1990), automatic 
meshing in Numerical Analysis (see Sarzeaud, Stephan and Touzet, 1990), etc. (see 
Hecht-Nielsen, 1991). 
The aim of this paper is to provide a proof of both self-organization (Section 3.1) 
and a.s. convergence (Section 3.2) of the l-dimensional algorithm with 2 neighbours 
when the stimuli distribution ,u is not uniform. The assumptions on p are very weak 
and the proof itself is based on quite different arguments. On the contrary, the 
convergence result emphasizes that a rather stringent assumption is required on p 
(existence of a log-concave density) to ensure the a.s. convergence (in a weak sense). 
Section 4 is devoted to the ‘O-neighbour’ algorithm (which moves only the stimulated 
point). It is no longer self-organizing, but still convergent, its main interest being 
that it provides a better ‘skeleton’ of the stimuli distribution (see Hecht-Nielsen, 
1991). A counter-example to the convergence is pointed out by studying a special 
class of periodic densities. Finally some numerical simulations are displayed that 
confirm our theoretical converging results (many simulations of self-organization 
had already been reported, so we thought it was not worth adding one more!). For 
the reader’s convenience all the proofs are shifted in the last two sections of the 
paper (5 and 6). 
2. The one-dimensional Kohonen algorithm 
The one-dimensional Kohonen algorithm with 2 neighbours and n points (or units) 
is a [0, l]“-valued adaptative process. At every time t E N*, a [0, II-valued stimulus 
W’ homothetically drags towards it with a ratio 1 -E, > 0 the closest component of 
X’-’ (the so-called weight vector in Neural Networks terminology) and its two 
‘neighbours’ with respect to the indexation. The stimuli are assumed to be the trials 
of a sequence of i.i.d., [0, II-valued, r.v. (w’),~~. Mathematically, the algorithm 
with 2 neighbours is defined by 
Vt E N, x’+’ = X’ - &,H(O’+‘, X’), x0 = x E [O, l]“, 
with Hi(o, x) = 
xi-w if iE V(i,), 
0 otherwise, 
(1) 
where i,(w, x) is the (smallest) i satisfying JXi --WI = ,Fj:, I& -WI 
and V(j) := {j - l,j, j + l} n (1, . . . , n} is the neighbourhood of j; 
E, E IO, l[ is the step of the algorithm at time t. In the following, io(w’+‘, X’) will 
be denoted iy’. 
When ‘V(j) = {j}, we get the so-called algorithm with 0 neighbour (i.e. only the 
closest component to the stimulus is moved at each step). The extension to 2p 
neighbours is obvious. 
3. The main results (Zneighhour setting) 
3.1. The self-organizing results 
Throughout this section, the step of the algorithm is assumed to be constant, that is E, = F> 0, 
and n 2 3. Then ( 1) defines a [0, 1 I”-valued homogeneous Markov chain with a transition 
probability P( x, dy) defined on bounded Bore1 functions f by 
vx E ro, ll”, m-)(x) = J f(x - &H(w, x))pL(dW). (2) lO.ll 
Let P, be the distribution of the Markov chain with starting value X,=x. 
The meaning of self-organization in dimension 1 is obvious because of the 
existence of two absorbing sets F+:= {x E IO, l[” 1 x, <x2 <. . . <x,} and Fm := 
{XE]O,l[“IX,>X,>... > x,}: the algorithm is self-organized as soon as X’ has 
entered F := F+u Fp. In fact, F+ and F- are even ‘deterministically’ absorbing as, 
if X’ lies in Ft (resp. F ) for some f then X’+’ surely lies in Ft (resp. Fm): the 3 
moved components being dragged by an homothety with ratio 1 - E E IO, l[, the 
order is not modified. No similar sets are known in higher dimensions so far, which 
emphasizes the difficulty encountered to define self-organization in higher 
dimensions. 
The main result of the subsection is that X’ a.s. reaches F-i.e. that the hitting 
time 7F:=inf{tZOIX’ E F} E N u {+a} is P,-a.s. finite-under fairly weak assump- 
tions on the diffuse component pc of p. 
Theorem 1 (Self-organization). Ifpc satisJies 
supp(p’) has a non-empty interior, (3) 
then, 
3A>O, sup lE,(exp(ATF)) < +CO (hence, TV< +x P,-U.S.). (4) 
XE[O, I]” 
The proof (see Section 5) is divided in two steps: the first one solves the subcase 
I_L diffuse and supp(p) = [0, 11, the second solves the general case. 
Basically this proof relies on both Markovian techniques and a specific geometric 
notion: the inversion. The Markovian techniques mainly yield that an absorbing set 
is hitted with probability 1 as soon as it is hitted with positive probability from any 
starting value. The notion of inversion defined below was first introduced in Cottrell 
and Fort (1986). 
Definition 2. Let x E [0, 11”. The graph i + xi of x has an inversion at index i E 
(2,. . . , n - 1) iff there is a break of monotonicity at i, that is 
(Xi+l-Xi)(Xi-Xi-l)<O~ 
IV' will denote the number of inversions of X’ at time t. 
A purely deterministic and striking lemma is established in Cottrell and Fort (1986) 
saying that if XED := {XE [0, 11” ( x, =_ri iff i#,j}, for every path (X’),,,, of the chain 
starting from x and staying in D, the corresponding path (N’),,,, is non increasing. It means 
that N’ is a ‘quasi-Lyapounov’ function of the chain. However, in spite of this promising 
result, it was finally not called upon in the proof in favour of the more technical ‘k-chain’ 
method. As far as we are concerned, we will show in this paper that a proof actually based 
on inversion cancellation is possible by proving that N’ decreases with positive $,-proba- 
bility for some t (see Proposition 17). 
Remark on the ‘2p-neighbour’ setting. This algorithm also has the self-organizing 
property and the rate of the self-organization can even be improved by properly 
increasing the number of neighbours as displayed on simulations. In spite of a 
similar global approach, the proof requires much more technicalities in the inversion 
cancellation part. The reason is that N’ is no longer non-increasing because of edge 
effects. The Markovian reduction part of the proof remains unchanged. 
Let us notice now that assumption (3) is not easily removable as displayed in the 
counter-example below: 
Counter-example. Let p:=f(6,+&,) and n=4. If O<a<x,<x,<x,<x,<b<l, 
the self-organizing property fails since one easily checks by induction on t E N* that 
ih= 2 if w’ = a and iA- if w’ = b. Hence, the moved components are either Xi 
and Xi or Xi and Xl, so as the initial order is never modified. 
3.2. As. convergence(s) results 
In the above section was established that, as soon as supp(y”) has a nonempty 
interior, the algorithm has the self-organizing property. So, to state some as. 
convergence results, we may assume, thanks to the Markov property, that the starting 
value X0 = x of the algorithm lies in F, or even in F+. 
The Kohonen algorithm is, as far as convergence is concerned, a multi-dimensional 
Robbins-Monro algorithm (see Duflo, 1990; Benveniste, Metivier and Priouret, 
1987). Subsequently, it is natural to try to establish its a.s. convergence to a so-called 
‘equilibrium’ of the system, i.e. a zero x* of the expectation function h of H defined 
on F+ by: 
Vx E F+, h(x) := lE(H(x, w’)) = 
I 
H(x, w)p(dw). (5) 
LO,11 
The constant step assumption (F, = E) in the self-organizing phase will be replaced 
from now on by the classic ‘non-increasing step’ one: 
1 E, =+a~ and c c:<+tCo (6) 
,a, ,a, 
The first problem is to prove, under suitable assumptions, the existence of (at least) 
one equilibrium. To this end, we will recall various hypothesis that imply the (as.) 
convergence of Robbins-Monro like algorithms. Finally, we apply these results to 
the Kohonen algorithm itself. 
3.3. Existence of an equilibrium 
Let us introduce some notation related to a point x E Ff and the distribution p: 
<,=&:=O ) ~~+,=~‘nt2:=1, &:=~(x~+x~-,), 2<k<n, 
vu E L-0,11, F(u):=p([O, u]), K(u):= 
I 
w(dw), 
[O,ul 
and 
‘dxeF+, h(x) = xk(F(&+d - F(L,)) 
- (K(C+z )-K(&,)), lsksn, (7) 
with the convention F(O-) = 0. It obviously follows from the definition of h that 
any equilibrium x* E F+ satisfies (with the above conventions): 
VkE{l,...,n}, xf= K(~~+~)-K(~~--~)=IE(wl~w’E]~~_,,1~+2]), 
F(3+2) - Ft.%,) 
(8) 
where E( .I A) denotes the conditional expectation given A. 
If p is diffuse then F and K are continuous on [0, 11. Hence, using (7), h may 
be continuously extended to Ft := {x E [0, 11” 1 x1 s . . . s x,}. 
Theorem 3. (a) p dz#iise on [0, l]j!lx* E F+ such that h(x*) = 0. 
(b) supp(p)=[O, 11~x*EF+ (i.e. O<xT<...<xz<l). 
Remark 1. The existence of an equilibrium in F+ exclusively follows from the 
continuity of h. Thus, let us consider the following distribution for the stimuli: 
~.,,,(du)=ps,+((Y-p)6,+(1-c-u)du, ~EIO,~LPEIO,~[ 
As soon as n 2 4, the function h,,, is defined, for every x E F+, as 
h,.,,(x-)=(px,,px,,O,...,O, (a-~)(x,,-, -l), (~-p)(x,,-l))+(l-a)h,(x) 
with h, the function h related to the uniform distribution. p is obviously not diffuse, - 
nevertheless h,,, may be continuously extended to F’ and subsequently admits one 
equilibrium x* (at least). Thanks to theorem 3(b), x* E F+ provided that cr f 1. 
On the opposite, when cr = 1, supp(p) = (0, 1) and the equilibriums of h,,, are 
made up with the points (0, 0, x3,. . . , x,_*, 1, l), xi G x,+, . All of them belong to 
the frontier aF+ of the open set F’. 
Notice that, if supp(p) # [0, l] and /J is not diffuse, x* may not exist (see 
Subsection 4.1). However we did not find any counter-example to existence and 
unicity of the equilibrium (in F+) as soon as supp(p) = [0, 11. 
Remark 2. An equilibrium may exist even when h is not continuous. Let a = 
(a,, . . ., a,) E F+ and p = (l/n) C,%,_ 6,,. Then h is given by 
h(x) =; ,i, (xk - a~)l,;,_,,<,+~,(a,), 1 s ks n, 
and admits a as an equilibrium. 
Remark 3. When n = 1 the Kohonen algorithm turns into 
X ‘+‘=Xf-E,+,(Xf_W’+‘), x0 E [O, l]“, 
with h(x) =x -lE(w’). Then X’ a.s. converges (see Subsection 3.4.1 below) to lE(w’) 
whatever the distribution p is. When n = 2, the same phenomenon occurs. 
Remark 4. When h is not continuous, it may happen that no equilibrium exists. This 
may be the case, for instance, when P = (l/L) C,GIGL S,,, 0 < a, < . . . < UL < 1 with 
L 2 n + 12 4 (see Subsection 4.1). 
3.4. Two U.S. convergence results 
3.4.1. Global assumptions on h 
The global assumptions below are the multi-dimensional version of those of the 
original one-dimensional Robbins-Monro algorithm (see Robbins and Monro, 1951; 
Duflo, 1990). They are stated here in the bounded case. From now on, (. 1.) will 
denote the usual inner product on [w” and 1) . 11 the related norm. 
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Theorem 4 (see Duflo, 1990). Ifh satisjies 
h is continuous on F+, 
there exists a unique x* E F+ such that h(x*) = 0, 
tlx~ F+-{x”}, (h(x)lx-x*)>O, 
then 
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(9a) 
(9b) 
(9c) 
x1=x* as t + +oo. cl 
When h has a derivative Vh(x) at every point x E F +, it is often convenient to notice 
that (SC) is satisfied as soon as: 
VXE F+, VUEW’, (Vh(x)uIu)aO, (LOa) 
VUE[W”-{O}, (Vh(x*)uIu)>O. (Lob) 
In turn, (lOa) and (lob), in term of eigenvalues, amount to 
Vx E F+, the eigenvalues of Sym(V h (x)) are non-negative, (Lla) 
the eigenvalues of Sym( V h (x*)) are strictly positive. 
where Sym(Vh(x)) denotes the symmetrised of the gradient V h(x). 
3.4.2. Local assumptions on h (‘conditional’ a.s. convergence) 
(Lib) 
The following hypothesis were first stated in Kushner and Clark (1978). They are 
related to the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the differential equation 
.f = - h(x) (see Duflo, 1990, the formulation below assumes that the algorithm has bounded 
values). 
h is continuous on F+, (12a) 
3x* E F+, h(x*) = 0, (12b) 
x* is an attractor of the differential equation x = -h(x). (12c) 
Let us recall that a point x* is an attractor of the system X = -h(x) iff there exists 
r,- c F’ such that for every u E r,* the solution X( u, . ) issued from u lives up to 
+CO and satisfies 
tlKcT,,, K compact, sup JlX( 14, .s) -x* 11 + 0. 
,,t K 
One practical way to check ( 12~) is that h satisfies 
Vh(x*) exists and all its eigenvalues have positive real parts. (13) 
(see Reinhard, 1982, Chapter IV.2). Implication (13)*(12) straightforwardly fol- 
lows from the fact that V(x) = 5:” 11 e-“h(xx)(x - x*)11’ dt is a strict Lyapounov 
function of the system f = -h(x) in a neighbourhood r of x*. 
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Finally the convergence result can be stated as follows: 
Theorem 5 (see Duflo, 1990). If assumption (12) is satisjkd with an attracting area 
r,*, then, for every compact set K c r,+ containing x *, 
P-ax, x’+x* on the event {X’ E K infinitely often}. 0 (14) 
When (14) is satisfied, we will say that X’ converges to x* in the Kushner and 
Clark (K&C) sense. The K&C-convergence usually does not imply the usual a.s. 
convergence even if x* is unique and X0 lies in r,*. In fact, the unconditional a.s. 
convergence to an equilibrium may follow from the K&C one when the closures of the 
attracting areas r,, make up a partition of F + but such an assumption is almost impossible 
to check. 
Remark 5. If h is continuous, X”=x,, and X(S) :=X(X,,, s) lives up to +a then some 
functional results hold, but related to the algorithm with constant step E > 0: if one 
sets (with obvious notations) Xy’:= X’,’ if s E [TV, (t + l)e[, then (see Jacod and 
Shiryaev, 1990; Kushner, 1984) 
XP-X( *)SO and XV)-x( . ) s =, 
& 
as e-+0 
These convergences hold w.r.t. the locally uniform convergence topology and 2 is 
a n-dimensional Brownian diffusion process defined by 
d.Z, = -Vh(x(s)) ds+ 
(1 
1 
H’H(x(s), w)k(dw) - h’h(%(s)) 
0 > 
l/2 
d WT. 
3.5. A K&C-convergence criterion 
We assume in this subsection that the stimuli distribution has a density p.(dw) = 
f(o) dw. Then a straightforward computation yields the following: 
Lemma6.I’f~E(]O, l[),rhenhEK”(F+) und 
Vh( )= X [ 1 
3 
aXj I~;j~n = 
with 
al -b, -b, 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 - 
-c2 . . . ., .* ., 0 . . . 
-+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . 0 
. . 
*. --c, -ci ai -b, -bi ’ . . ; 
. . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . 
0 ‘.. ‘., ‘.. ... -b,_z 
. . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . -b,-, 
0 . , . . . . . . . . . . 0 -c, -c, % 
a, = F(Xli+2) - F(x’,_,) G= 0, 1s i s n ( using the abor,e comsentions), 
bi=~(~i+2-~j)f(~i+r)~0, lsisn-1, 
c, =t(~,-x’~_,)f(~~-,)ZO, 2s is n. q 
The structure of Vh(x*)-non-negative diagonal terms and non-positive non- 
diagonal terms-suggests using the so-called Gerschgorin lemma in order to get 
assumption (13~) satisfied. 
Lemma 7 (Gerschgorin Lemma, see Stewart, 1973). Let A = [a,,] , <,,,<,, be u real ralued 
II X n-matrix. Lf 
(i) Vi, j E { I, , n}, a,, < 0 if i #j and u,, > 0, 
(ii) ViE{l, . . . . n>, C, a,;>0 (resp.>O), 
then all the eigenvalues of A have non-negative (resp. positive) real parts. Such a 
matrix is said to have a (resp. strictly) dominating diagonal. 0 
Now, we are ready to state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 8. Let x* be an equilibrium of the system and f the Lebesgue-density of the 
stimuli distribution (we set log(O) := -CO): 
log(f) strictly concave =3 X’ K&C x* as t-,+oo. 
Remark 6. The assumption ‘log(f) concave and Vh(x*) invertible’ also yields the 
K&C-convergence to x* with an obvious proof. 
The density of any (truncated) Gaussian or gamma (a, 0), 13 > 1, distribution 
satisfies the strict log-concavity assumption. It is also fulfilled by the beta(a, 6)- 
density (a 2 1 and b 2 1, ab # 1). The (truncated) exponential distributions satisfy 
the above assumption of Remark 6. 
Conversely, counter-examples-when Vh(x*) actually has eigenvalues with nega- 
tive real parts-can be built and one numerically verifies on simulations that, then, 
convergence to this equilibrium does not hold. As they are very technical, they were 
not mentioned here; similar ones are studied and simulated in the ‘O-neighbour’ 
setting in Section 4. 
3.6. Unconditional a.s. convergence 
Assume that we want to fulfil assumption (11) (i.e. Sym(Vh(x)) 2 0) by checking 
that Sym(Vh(x)) has a dominating diagonal (strictly if x =x*). A straightforward 
computation yields that the sum L,(x) := a, - bj - ci -$(b,_, + b,_,+ c,+, + c,+~) of the 
ith line of Sym(Vh(x)), x E F+, can be written 
L, = F(xi+,) - F(.?_,) -${f(:;)(x’,+, +x’; -X,_, -x,) 
+f(x’lFl)(x8 ---;,~,)+f(~i+2)(~,+Z-X,)}. (15) 
Assume that, in order to check that Sym(Vh(x)), x E F+, has a dominating diagonal 
(i.e. Li(x) 30, 15,(x*) > 0, 1 G i G n) one proceeds as in Theorem 8. Then, if f is 
twice differentiable, such a method yields f’= 0 i.e. f= lIo,,[. Unfortunately, we 
could not prove that the ‘global diagonal domination property’ for Sym(Vh(x)) 
actually implies f= l,,,,( (see Section 4 for a result in the ‘O-neighbour’ setting). 
3.6.1. The uniformly distributed stimuli case 
In this paragraph we improve the seminal K&C-convergence result (see Cottrell 
and Fort, 1986) by establishing the unconditional a.s. convergence of the Kohonen 
algorithm. Moreover we provide a simple algorithm to compute the n-equilibrium. 
By the way, it shows that the analytic computation of equilibriums turns out to be 
quite difficult even in the uniform case (especially when compared to the ‘O- 
neighbour’ algorithm, see Section 4). 
l The equilibrium: If the stimuli are uniformly distributed, then F(u) = u and 
K(u) =$u2, u E [0, 11. Then, equation (7) can be written as 
(4x, - x2 - %)(X3 + x2) = 0, (16a) 
(4x2 - X3 - &)(Xx + X4) = 0, (16b) 
=O, 3SiSn-2, (16~) 
(~,_,+~,~~-4X,+2)(2-X,-,-X,-2)=0, (164 
(x,~,+x,_,-4x,_,+2)(2-x,_,-~n~~)=0. (16e) 
Since x* E F+, all the right terms cancel: thus x~+~+x,+, -xi-, -xi_-2 = 
(X;+r-%l)+(X,+, -x~_~) > 0; so x* is the solution of the remaining linear system 
Ax= B with ‘B=[O...O-2-21. 
Lemma 9. Sym(A) is a positive symmetric matrix and A is invertible. 
A being invertible, the equilibrium is unique. Since the system is invariant by the 
symmetry(xi)~(1-xx,+,_i),x*satisfiesx~+xf+,_i=1,1~i~n.Ontheotherhand, 
(xi) satisfies (if n 2 5) (16~). Combining the above relations yields x7 = 
h+~i+cz(t3~-0;l+‘-‘), 1 si<n, with2A+p(n-t1)=1 (and 0,=f(fi-3). Finally 
(A, /*, o) is the solution to the 3 x 3 system 
l Numerical Application : 
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n=l: x* = 0.5 7 n =2: x* = (0.5, OS), 
n =3: x* = (0.3,0.5,0.7), n = 4: x* = (0.25,0.35,0.65,0.75), 
n = 5: x* = (0.2,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.8), 
n=6: x* = (0.171,0.250,0.434,0.566,0.750,0.829), 
n=7: x*zz (0.148,0.218,0.373,0.5,0.627,0.782,0.852), 
n =8: x*==(O.131, 0.192,0.331,0.438,0.562,0.669, 0.808,0.869), 
n=9: x* ~(0.117, 0.172, 0.296,0.394,0.5,0.606,0.704, 0.828,0.883), 
etc. 
l Convergence: The substitution of F(u) = u andf(u) = 1 in (15) yields that, for 
anyx~F~,Li=Oif3~iin-22,L,=x,,LZ=~~z,L,_,=~(1-x,~,)andL,=l-x,. 
Subsequently Sym(Vho(x)) is non negative. At x*, the equation Sym(Vh”(x*))u = 0 
amounts to Sym(A)u = 0. Hence, all the eigenvalues of Sym(Vh,(x*)) are positive. 
Then, Theorem 4 ensures that 
P -as. 
x’Lx* as t-++cO. 
l Rate of convergence: Let z, := (X’ -x*)/G, t E N, be the normalized error. 
- If the step P, := a/(b+ t”), cy E [i, l[, the main result is that z, is asymptotically 
Gaussian. More precisely, if one defines the jump process 
Z$:=z, ifsE[T,, T,+,[ with T,:= C E,, 
,=is, 
then (see Bouton, 1985; Kushner, 1984) the sequence of processes Z,,., t E N, 
functionally (locally uniform convergence topology) converges in distribution as t 
goes to +cc to a stationary n-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
where A:=j~,(H’H)(x*, w) dw. Hence, the r.v. z,=Z,,(O) converges in distribution to 
$,-, /‘(O; zc’) with ~2:=1,:7e--rh(.~*)‘rAe-~‘““*)’ ds, 
- If the step E, = a/ (b + t) and A .+ denotes the lowest eigenvalue of Sym(Vh(x*)) 
(A * < $ whenever n > 6 since nh * ~Tr(Vh(x*))=C,F(~j+2)-F(.Q<3)then(seeDuflo, 
1990) 
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Concerning the convergence, Theorem 8 (K&C-convergence) also holds with no 
change including the functional results (with constant step E) of Remark 5. The 
proof is identical provided that one knows the new gradient 
a,-(b,+b,) -b, 0 ... .‘. ... 
-b, ‘., ‘., ‘., 
0 ‘., ‘., ‘., 
Oh(x)= (18) 
with 
uj = F(.?,+,) - F(g), 1 s is n (using the conventions), 
b,=+(x,-xi-,)f(&), 2sisn-1, b, = b,+l = 0. 
The only major difference with the ‘2-neighbour’ algorithm is that now, Vh(x) is 
symmetric. Notice as well that, the hi’s being non negative, Sym(Vh(x)) = Vh(x) 
has a dominating diagonal as soon as 
Vi~{l,. .., n}, a,a2(b,+b,+,), 
i.e. 
F(z?,)~~(x,-x,)f(Z,) and l-F(~~)~~(x,-x,_,)f(~~) (19a) 
F(~,+,)-F(~i)~(x,-sZ,)f(~,)+(~j+,-x,)f(&+,), 2s is n-l. (19b) 
Proposition 10. Let f E %‘(]O, l[) a density function and n 3 3. Zi for every x E Ff, 
Vh(x) has a dominating diagonal, then f = 1 10.,[. 
So, it is hopeless to establish an unconditional a.s. using the Gerschgorin lemma 
except for uniformly distributed stimuli. 
Theorem 11. If the stimuli are uniformly distributed on [0, 11, then 
2i- 1 X’ P--a.s.+ x*= _ ( 1 us f’ +x. 2n I <,zG,z 
If one sets pu, := (l/n) 1 ,s,sn S,, then x* achieves the minimum of the Kolmogorov 
distance between CL, and the Lebesgue measure du, that is 
SUP Ii-4[0, ~1) - 4 = inf 
uaL0.11 xt[O,1]” 
( u~~q4ro, UN - “I) =k. 
x* is the point with the lowest n-discrepancy (see Niederreiter, 1978). This strongly 
pleads in farSour of the ‘0-neighbour’ algorithm in the conrlerging phase. 
4.1.1. A counter-example: existence of a repulsive equilibrium 
Let g E %([O, 11, R,) be a probability density such that g(x) = g(l -x). g can be 
extended to R to an even continuous periodic function. Then, for any n 2 1, o E [0, 11, 
set g,(w) = g(nw); g, is a probability density on [0, 11. 
Theorem 12. Assume that the stimuli distribution p(dW) = g,(w) dw. Then 
(a) x* = ((2k- l)/(2n)),,k,, is an equilibrium of the system. 
(b) (i) Ifg(0) s 1 then the algorithm converges to x* in the K&C sense. 
(ii) Zf g(O)&2n/(n - l), then Vh(x*) has negative eigenvalues, hence the 
‘O-neighbour’ algorithm cannot converge a.s. to x* (see simulations below): x* is a 
repulsive equilibrium. 
Remark 7. Notice that the assumption g(0) S 1 provides an example of convergence 
of the algorithm with no log-concavity assumption. Theorem 12 also confirms that 
x* does not characterize the stimuli distribution. 
4.2. Numerical simulations 
The numerical simulations were implemented with distributions derived from 
Theorem 12. If one sets w ’ := (v + Z)/ n, a straightforward computation shows that 
if v - U({O, . . . , n - 1)) and Z--g(u) du are independent r.v. then w’-g,(o) do 
distribution. To get a symmetrical density g on [0, 11, one just sets Z = 
(1 - s)X + E( 1 -X) with X a [0, l]-valued r.v. and e an independent fair (0, l}- 
valued Bernoulli variable. We set X - K (1 - x) K PI (distribution of the minimum 
of K i.i.d. U([O, 11) distributed r.v.‘s when K EN*). Then g(0) =$K if K > 1, 1 if 
K = 1 (and w ’ 2 U([O, l])), +CO if K < 1. 
The equality X := 1 - U’IK, U - U([O, 11) yields the simulating procedure. 
Theorem 12 shows that K&C convergence holds as soon as 1 G K s 2 and does not 
hold when K 2 4n/( n - 1). 
The ‘O-neighbour’ Kohonen algorithm was processed with n = 5, 
100 
“=JlOOOO+t (ln(t+2))0.s5 
over 10 000 independent stimuli and four values of the parameter K: K = 0.75, 1, 
1.5, 3. The starting value X0= (0.010, 0.359, 0.437, 0.635, 0.800) was chosen at 
random. Table 1 displays the Euclidian norm e’ := /IX’ -x*]( of the error for 
t=lOOOk, l<kslO. 
One may verify that for K = 1 and K = 1.5 the convergence holds although not 
very steep. Notice that, when K = l-the uniformly distributed case-the conver- 
gence does not look any faster although unconditional a.s. convergence holds. When 
K = 0.75 or K = 3, e’ obviously does not go to 0 even if it may look converging. In 
fact, X’ seems to converge to another vector. 
Table 1 
K f 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 
0.75 4.799 5.248 6.412 6.497 6.116 7.481 7.391 7.047 7.716 8.041 
1 1.993 0.533 1.340 1.979 1.723 1.454 0.867 0.781 0.719 0.387 
1.5 5.588 1.744 1.181 0.834 0.979 1.289 1.486 1.203 0.959 0.652 
3 1.235 1.234 1.424 1.417 1.390 1.397 1.378 1.373 1.334 1.386 
5. Proof of Theorem 1 (self-organization) 
5.1. Assumption p dijiuse and supp(p) =[O, 1] 
5.1.1. Markovian reduction of the problem 
The aim of this section is to prove that if F can be reached with a positive probability 
from any x E [0, 11” then F is actually reached almost surely. 
For technical matter we need to define the set D := {x E [0, 11” 1 x, # xje i #j} of 
parted components. The set D satisfies 
p is diffuse + D is P,-a.s. absorbing for every x E [0, I]“. 
As a matter of fact 
(20) 
Then, if p is diffuse, for every x E D, $I-(X’sf D) = 0. The result follows by the 
Markov property. 
Proposition 13. [f p difluse and supp(p) = [0, 11, then 
II=VXED, P,(~~<+a3)>0 3 3A>O, sup lE,(eATF)<+co. 
K[O,l]” 
Proposition 13 relies on lemma 14 below which shows that fix, dy) preserves the 
set of non-negative functions, lower semi-continuous (1.s.c.) on D. 
Lemma 14. (i) If /1 is difluse then P(x, dy) is Feller on D, i.e. 
(fis non-negative, I.s.c. on D) * (x+ P(f)(x) is 1.s.c. on D). 
(ii) Subsequently, F being an open absorbing set, w’e harv 
VtEN, x---z Ps(~F G t) = P’(l,)(x) is 1.s.c. on D. 
Proof. Let f be a non-negative function, 1.s.c. on D. Let XE D and a sequence 
xk * x. Equation (2) and Fatou’s lemma yield 
limkinf P(f)(xk) 2 
I [f&11 
limkinff(xk - .sH(xk, w))F(do). 
As x E 0, x - EH(x, o) E D (see (20)) and xk - eH(xk, w) ?ZY x - EH(x, w), except 
for a finite number of w’s. p being diffuse this convergence holds p(dw)-a.s.. 
Combined with the 1.s.c. off, it gives 
I limkinff(xk - cH(xk, W))p(dW) 2 I f(x - cH(x, w))p(dw). [Cl1 to,11 
Hence lim infk P(f)(xk) 3 P(f)(x) i.e. P(f) is 1.s.c. on D. 0 
Lemma 15 (uniform parting). 3 K c D, K compact, 3 To2 1, 3a,> 0, such rhat 
Vx E [O, l]“, Px(rK G To) 2 (Yg. 
Section 5.2.1 is devoted to the proof of this lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 13. We will prove, using Lemmas 14 and 15 that (IT) implies 
3ru > 0, Zl T E N, such that Vx E [0, l]“, Px(~F G T) > a. (21) 
For every k E N, set Fk := {x E K 1 Px(~F C k) = 0). Lemma 14(ii) implies that Fk is 
closed in K. Since (n) amounts to: nkzO 1 Fk = 0, there exists T, EN with FTI = 0. 
Finally, the function x + P,( TV G T,), being positive and I.s.c. on K, it has a positive 
lower bound cr, . Then, it follows from the Markov property applied at time TV that 
The rest of the proof-from (21) to the existence of exponential moments-is 
classical (see Doob, 1953). 0 
5.1.2. Uniform parting of the components (proof of Lemma 1.5) 
I_L is still assumed to be diffuse with supp(p) = [0, 11. Any compact set K c D is 
contained in a compact set D6 := {XE DI i # jdlxi -xi1 2 6}, S>O. So, let T, := 
min{tEN(X’E D,}ENu{+a}. 
Let us introduce some additional notations; if x E [0, 11” there exists a single 
permutation u of (0, . . . , n + 1) satisfying 0 = x,(,) s x,(,) G * . . S xvcij c. . * s xrcn, s 
x,(,+l)= 1 and xc(i+k)=x~(i~*~(i+k) G a(i). In the proof below, v will always 
denote the permutation related to the starting value x. 
Let X”,(i+,):=~(~,(,+,)+~,(i)), 1 G is n, zZ2,,,,:=0, .?,,(,,+,,:= 1 and A::= 
tx E [O, ll” I x~(i+L)-x~~(i) 3 S for at least p indexes i, 0 G is n}. 
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Proof of Lemma 15. Notice first that, A:+, = D6 and A;‘(“+‘) = [0, I]“. 
Step 1. Assume that A$~,I # 0 and there exist S,, > 0, T,, 2 1, a,, > 0, such that 
Vx E A% P 17 P.(~,+ s T,) > ap. (22) 
An induction, starting at p = 0 with 6,, = l/( n + l), based on the Markov property 
at (stopping) times r,+, 14 p s n, yields, with T = Tl +. . . + T,,, and a = 
a, . . . an+,, 
Vx E [0, l]“, Px(rg,,+l s T) = $JT~++, G T) > a > 0. 
Step 2. Intervals wider than LY > 0 have a lower bounded p-probability: if m EN, 
m > l/q then 
pa := i;:, y(]u, u[) 3 min 
O=ks2m-1 
P(]$$)>O. 
Step 3. The S-parting can be ‘localized’ by dragging several S-wide intervals into 
the vicinity of a given component so as index neighbours locally coincide with 
geometric neighbours. It can be written 
~T,EN(, 36,>0, 3p>O, such that Px XqjEUA$(k) 
> 
>pT”, (23) 
k 
with 
A~(i):={xEA~Ix,(,+l,-x,(i, ~6;(x,-x,l~s,~a”Ir(,(i)),kEclr(a(i)); 
V(a(i))={a(i+8),8EZ} with Z={-l,O,l}, 
Z={O, 1,2)01-I={-2, -l,O}}, 
1 c i s n (Figure 1 displays the first two I settings). Let X E Ai and a(i) such that 
x~~(i+l)-x~~(i) z 6. Assume first that o(i) # 0. Let (Y, p > 0, (Y + /3 <$. One gets by 
induction that, as long as w’~j,,~~,~:= ]?_(,+,,-(p +(Y)& Xlrrcr+,,-jG5[ and (1 - 
&)‘-I > max(a/(a +p), 2~r/(1-2p)), ji,,,a c ]XbCi,, $(X&,,+X;)[, XL the closest 
--6-a- >6 >6- 
(8) I 1 I 1 I 
x 
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x 
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Fig. 1. 
right geometric neighbour of X:,i, at t. So Xbc iI is called (if components are clustered 
at t =O, x,(~) is selected): 
VkE V(a(i)), X;=(l-E)‘x~+E c (l-&P E(l-E)‘Xk+(l-(l-e)‘)J,,,$. 
OSISI--I 
A short computation shows that, for every kE V(cr(i)), 1<,(,+,)-_p6 -X:1 S PS 
whenever (1 - E)’ < (p - (u)6. Consequently, if I & V( a( i)), k E Y(a( i)), 
Ixl-xI,I~Ixl-(~~,rc,+,,-ps)l-ps~fs(l-4P). 
Furthermore 
I%,+,, -%,,I =(l-&)‘I%i+,1 -&,,;)I >(1-&)‘6. 
It follows from these inequalities that for any cry, /3, To satisfying 
/!I<: and max <(l-e)Q(p-Q)& (24) 
(23) holds with paa and So := min(+( 1 - 4/3), (1 - E)~J)& 
If o-(i) = 0, some analogous computations yield, provided that 2a < (1 - &)n’ < 1 - 3a6, 
$,(X%E IJ, A?(k)) > p&. The same parameters as in (24) work whenever (p - 
cr)S < 1-3cu8. 
Step 4. Let x E A:(i). Two main cases must be handled: 
- Case (a) (see Figure l(a)): Z = {-l,O, 1) i.e. x has no inversion at u(i). Assume 
for instance that x,,~~_,~=x,~+, and x,(~+,)=x,(~)+,. As above, picking up 
w’E]<,,(~+,)+/?‘G~, ~,,~i+,~+(~‘+~‘)60[ calls X:,Y:,+, as long as (1 -s)‘-‘> 
max(cY’/(a’+P’), 2c1’/(1-2p’)), so X$_,,=X,(~_~) and 
Ix:,i,-x,(i-l,l~60(~+P')(1-(1-E)')), IX:(i)+l-X~r(~~l>(l-E)'~O. 
NOW, where does XL(i)+2 g o? For large enough t, one has 
l x<7( i)+2z Xv(i+2) 
* X~~(i+2)-X~r(i)+2 ~X,,(;+2)-(~~~(,+,)+~'60)+Xl~i,-Xb~,)+2 
~6,(;-p’)-26,(1-&)‘, 
- Case (b) (see Figure l(b)): Z ={O, 1,2} (or (-2, -1,O)) i.e. x has an inversion 
at a(i). Assume for instance that a( i+ 1) = a(i) - 1, u(i+ 2) = a(i) + 1. Calling 
x:;:+2, by picking up w’ in ]3?,~i+3~-(~‘+~‘)60, 37,(,+31-p’60[ drags XLci, but 
leaves X&+, unmoved. One just has to control the proper way the other moved 
index neighbour, XbcltZ)+, (still with two cases: x,(~+~)+~ s x,(,_,) or zX,(i+3)). 
Combining all the inequalities related to (1 -E)‘, yields as in Step 3, (Y’, p’, SA, 
p’, Tb, not depending on the index i, so as 
Vi E (0,. . . ) n}, VXEA>(~), U=,(XTA~ASp:,)>(p’)70. (25) 
Finally, (25), (23) and the Markov property yield inequality (22). 0 
5.1.3. N’ as a ‘quasi-Lyapounov’function 
The aim of this section is to show that, provided that the number N’ of inversions 
decreases at a finite time with positive probability, Theorem 1 is true. Let rd:= 
min{ t > 0, N’ 5 No - l} E RJIJ{+co} be the first time an inversion vanishes. 
Proposition 16. 
VXED-F, $(~~<+co)>O + VXED, P,(T,.< +x)>O. 
Proof. We will show the result by induction on No. 
If N’=l, then {~~<+~}~{~~<+~}n{w’<~,w2>1-~} for O<T< 
min,+,lXj -X,//2. On (0J’ < 7, W* > 1 - n}, if one component still lies at 0 (resp. at 
1) it is moved at t = 1 (resp. t = 2) with $, positive probability since supp(p) = [0, 11. 
As no new inversion arises, the above inclusion holds. The assumption P’,( 7d < +a) > 
0 and the Markov property applied at time 2 yield l&(~~ < +a) > 0 since X2 E 
D $,-a.s. by (20). 
If No= k, applying the Markov property to the absorbing set F and at (the 
stopping) time rd yields 
~,(TF< +“)=[E,(~,,<+,,$,,,(TF< +cc)). 
Now, Since N”(XTd) < No(x) on {Td < +a}, the induction assumption implies $,-a.s. 
P'X~d(~F < +a)> 0 since XTd~ D a.s., by (20). So the above equality yields the 
result. 0 
5.1.4. Cancellation of an inversion with positive probability 
Completing the proof of the theorem reduces now to show that the assumption of 
the above Proposition 16 is actually satisfied. 
Proposition 17. If supp(p) = [0, 11, then, for every x E D - F, 
$,(3r>OlN’~ No-l)>O. 
Actually, we will build an event of positive probability on which N’s No- 1 for 
some t. The proof relies on the following lemma. 
Lemma 18. Assume p is diffuse and let x E D. Then, for any T > 0, there exists 
70~ IO, l[ such that, for every 77 E 10, no[, the events A, = {w’, . . . , co’ E Oi} with 
R, = lx, - 77, xi -t v[, 1 s is n, have positive $,-probability and satisfy: 
(a) On A;, the called index is i at every time t E (1,. . . , T}. 
(b) t’t~{l,..., T}, VjE{i-1, i, i+l}, (Xj-xi-(1-e)‘(xj-xi)l<q. 
This lemma shows in mathematical terms that one may find an event with positive 
probability on which the index i is called T times consecutively and such that the 
components Xl, i - 1 s j c i + 1 are moved almost as though all the w “s had been 
set equal to xi. 
Proof. Since /.L is diffuse, we have P,(A,)= P.,( w’ E f&)7‘=p(f&)7‘>0. 
(a) Let x E D, 6 = minjzi[xj - xii, 70 = $( 1 - .E)~c~ and 77 and fli defined as above. 
Let us show by induction on t that, on A,, the called index is always i as long as 
tE{l,..., T}. At t = 1, i is obviously called since 77 ~48. 
Assume now i is called at 1, . . . , t s T- 1. Then, we have 
VjE{i-1, i, i+l), X:=(1-s)‘xj+8 c (l-E)kW’-k. (26) 
O=ksr-I 
As mfPk Eni, we have lXi-xiI~v and, for every jE{i-1, i, i+l}, 
The other (unmoved) components satisfy IX; -xi/ = Ixk - Xi1 2 6. 
Now, i is called again at t + 1 as soon as Iw’+’ -Xii <minj+il~‘+‘-X~l. Since 
Xl, co’+’ E O,, one gets Iw’+’ -X:1 < 277. Hence 
minlo’+’ -X.:1 
.i+ 1 
~~~p~Xj-xi~-~Xi-~‘+‘~ 
3min(8,(1-~)‘8-~)-~3(1-~)‘8-2~. 
Finally, the inequality 277 c (1 - r))T6 -2~ yields that i is still called at t + 1. 
(b) i being the only called index on A;, (b) follows from equation (26). 0 
Notice that Lemma 18 along with the Markov property will be used in the proof 
below without explicit mention. Moreover expressions as ‘calls of index i’ always 
imply ‘with w ‘, 1s s s T close enough to xi for a suitable T’ in the sense of Lemma 
18. 
Proof of Proposition 17. Let x E D - F. We will restrict to points x satisfying x1 < x2. 
The symmetrical case can be handled analogously. 
Let Z,(~)=min{iE{l,..., n}l(x,+, -x,)(x,-x;_,)<O}A~ be the first index an 
inversion occurs and Z,(x) = min{i > Z,(x)1 (xi+, -xi)(xi -x,-,) ~0) A n the second 
one. Then, let I;:= Z,(x) and I::= Zi(X’). 
Two classes of initial graphs must be taken into account (see Figure 2): 
‘i - Class 1. 
XI <XII- 
1s 
XI 
_ _._. _._Class 2. x - 1 -c < XI 
L - 7. 11 XI 2 1 
1 
I1 *2 
i 
I,-1 
Fig. 2. 
If x belongs to Class 1, we will build an event with positive P,-probability for which 
there exists T such that Z: G I, - 1 if I, 2 2 or NT s No - 1 (cancellation of an 
inversion) if I, = 2. 
If x belongs to Class 2, we will show that, with $,-positive probability, there 
exists T>O with NTG NO-l. 
Then the proposition easily follows from an induction on I,-initialized at 
Z1 =2-and the Markov property. The details are left to the reader. 
l I, = 2 and x in Class 1 (see Figure 2 after cancelling the first point of both 
graphs): successive calls of Z2, ensure thanks to Lemma 18 that Xi,_, will be pulled 
down below the unmoved point x,,-, . Applying the same process at I, - 1, Z2 - 3, . . . , 
I, + 2 implies that, in a finite number T of steps, the graph of XT satisfies Z r = I, 
and I$= Z2 with Xt,, <Xc_, cXE (I:+ 1 = 3) on an event with positive P,- 
probability. Successive calls of Zf + 1 then pull down Xtr under the unmoved point 
XT;_, = x,,_, . So, the inversion at I, vanishes. No new inversion arises at 3 or at 4 
and, when Z2 = 3, if one arises at 5, another symmetrically cancels at 4. 
l I, = 2 and x in Class 2: Lemma 18 ensures that index I, - 1 = 1 may be called 
with positive probability until a time T so as Xt-, < XE < XT;. Then, the inversion 
lies at Zr = I, + 1. Carrying on the same process kicks forward Zi towards the 
unmoved index Zi = I, when t increases until ZI = Zi - 1 = Z, - 1. Then, calling Zi - 1 
pulls down Xi; under the still unmoved point xl2 and the inversion at Z; vanishes 
without arising of any other. 
l I, > 3 and x in Class 1: As in the case Z2 = 2, successive calls of indices Zz - 1, 
zz-2, 12-3,. , .) I, f2 lead with a positive probability to a graph satisfying ZT = 
z,,z~=z,+1,x~+,<X~-,<X~. Once again, successive calls of Z: pull down 
Xt (unmoved until T) under Xt-, = x,, - 1 (still unmoved) but then the first 
inversion now lies at Z T = I, - 1. 
l I, 2 3 and x in Class 2: The same proof as in the case I, = 2 holds except that 
now the called index is I, - 1 instead of 1. 0 
5.2. The general case 
Let Z = [u, v], u < U, Z c supp(~.~‘) and Z,L’= pc(. n 1)/t_~‘(Z). Let PL be the distribution 
of (X’),,, starting from x with stimuli distribution Z_L’. The main idea in this last 
part of the proof is to show that any starting value x can be dragged with a positive 
P:-probability into I”. Then, once inside I”, everything goes as in the previous 
setting. Let 7,” := min{ t ( X’ E Z”}. 
Lemma 19. 3T,zl, 3S>0,3a>O such that VXE[O, l]“, P:(r,~<T,)>a. 
Proof. Let Y(X) := card{ i / xi E I} and Bk := min{ t ( v(X’) = k}. Obviously, 8, = T,,~. A 
careful reading of the proof of Lemma 6 (&parting) in Subsection 5.1.2 shows that the 
following result holds: 
36>0, ZTal, a>O, such that t/x~[O,l]“, P:(T~;~T)>u, (27) 
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where D’,:={~E [0, l]‘l]x, ZXj, x,, .xj~Z* ]xi-xJ] >S}. Furthermore, as supp(p’) =I, 
v(Xn’i) > ~(~)lpL-a.s.. Let XE [0, 11”. We will show that v(X’) increases with positive 
Pi.-probability for some t. 
Assume 0~ v(x) s n - 1. It follows from the Markov property that 
p:(@,+, s T-t Tk+l) ~‘IE:(I,,,6,TIP~~0~(8,,, s Tkt,)). (28) 
Let y E Oi. One may assume that v(y) = k. As k s n - 1, there exists some i such 
that yi E I and yi_i or yi+, E I. Assume, for example that y,_, < u and ]y,, y, + 6[ c I. 
The same computations as in the proof of Lemma 6 yield, with the same notations, 
that, choosing (Y, p, Tktl satisfying inequality (24) drags X’ by picking up the w”s 
in ]yi+p6, yi+(a+p)S[ SO as XTh+l~I. If p:=inf,p(]z,z+&[), then tly~DA, 
$;,(&+, G T,, ,) a~~‘+‘. Hence, thanks to (28), 
$L(&+,G Tk+,+ T)+“+la. 
An induction then yields, with Tr = nT + T, +. . . + T,_, , a, = pq-“ra” 
vx E [O, l]“, P:(~,G T,)sa,, 0 
We can prove now the self-organizing theorem with its weakest assumption. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Applying the first self-organizing result to the $:-a.s. stable 
interval I and to the distribution p’ (p’ diffuse and supp(p’) = I) gives (see the 
proof of Proposition 4) 
Combined with Lemma 19, it finally yields 
Vx~[O,ll”, ~:(~.F~T,+TF)~[E.~(l~,..~r,)[FD~r,l,(7F~T~-))~cra (29) 
and VXE[O, l]“, lFr’,(r.Fc T)>p’(1)7P:(7,~ T)>p’(Z)Taa>O. 
The conclusion follows as in Proposition 13. 0 
6. Proofs of a.s. convergence results 
6.1. The ‘2-neighbour’ setting 
Proof of Theorem 3 (existence of an equilibrium). (a) Let F ~10, l[, VW E [0, 11, 
(Id-&( ., w))(F+) cFt; t F t being a closed convex, we get (Id- ch) (F+ ) CF . 
Since Id - sh is continuous on 7, t F IS stable as well. Now, F + is a compact convex, so 
it follows from the Brouwer theorem (Dunford and Schwartz, 1963, Chapter V.12) that 
Id - ~11 has a fixed point x*, -7 that is h admits an equilibrium x* in F . 
(b) Ifx ;” =O, then h,(x*) = 0. (7) implies that K3(3;1*) =js’ up(du) = 0 i.e., since 
p is diffuse, 2: =O. Subsequently x2 - . * 0 Carrying on the process yields xt = 0, 
1 <k< n. But h,(x*) = 0 implies, thanks to (7), that x:(1 -0) =E(o’) = K(l), which 
contradicts the assumption supp(p) = [0, 11. 
If x,* = xT > 0 then (7) implies that ,:‘(u -xT)p(dU) = ji” (u -xf)p(du) = 0. So, 
sz (u-xr)p(du)=O. H ence, 2: = 9: i.e. x,* = x: = x,* . But then 2: = XT and I::( u - 
xf)p(dn) = 0, that is p([O, XT]) = 0 which, once again, contradicts the assumption 
supp(p) = [O, 11. so, x; = XT. 
Assume that there exists ks3 such that x:=x;_, >xz-,. /Q-,(X*)= 
j’;;;: (U -x:m,)P(du) =0 implies that js\;: (u - xz_,)p(du) 2 0. Then, the equality 
h,(x*) =0 yields /$+f(u-xF)p(du) <. So Z* 1+2 =x”F+, =xF i.e. x:+~ =x$+, =xA *= 
XT_,. Finally, we get, J$‘(u-xf_,)p(du)=O i.e. $z=xF_, that is XT_!*-, =x:_(*-,. 
Hence, the contradiction. 
An analogous proof yields xf < 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8 (K&C-convergence criterion). If i & { 1,2, n - l} one easily checks 
that the sum of the ith line of Vh(x) is given by 
(30) 
Then, setting f(0) =f( 1) = 0, the above equality holds for any i. Since x* is an 
equilibrium, equation (8) allows to express (30) in terms of the &‘s only. Then, 
Vh(x*) has a strictly dominating diagonal if, for any i E (1, . . . , n}, 
Now, inequality (31) is satisfied as soon as we have 
+f(Y)(Y(F(Y) -F(x)) - (K(Y) - K(x)))1 > 0 (32) 
for every x, y E IO, l[, x <y. Expressing (32) in an integral form yields 
VX,YElO, 1L X<Y, 
I 
*‘(F(~)-F(x)-(u-xlf(x)-(~-ulf(~)lf(u)du>o 
x 
(33) 
Let cp(x, y) be the function defined by the integral in (33). The log-concavity off 
implies that f has a right derivative at any x in IO, l[, hence cp(x, y) also admits 
right partial derivatives. Since cp(x, x) = 0, (33) holds as soon as 
VX,Y~lO,lL X<Y =+ 
a(Pd 
dy (x, Y) > 0 (d for right derivative). (34) 
then (@d/aY)(Y, Y) = 0. In the same way, (34) holds as soon as (a’qd/&dY)(X, Y) < 0 
for every x < y. Finally, the sufficient condition to get (32) is 
vx, Y E IO, I[, x <Y, (Y - X)(“MY)f(X) -.MX)f(Y)) < 0 
i.e. log(f); is decreasing that is log(f) is strictly concave. 0 
Proof of Lemma 9 (unconditional a.s. convergence). One can decompose Sym(A) = 
S + D with S = [su] a dominating diagonal symmetric matrix such that Vi, Cj sii = 0 
and D a diagonal matrix with diagonal terms di given by d, = d, =$, d2 = d,_, =$, 
d, = 0 elsewhere. Then S is non negative and (u ( Sym(A)u) 2 $( uf + u:) + 
$(u:+ u;-,) 2 0. Hence, Sym(A) is non negative and Sym(A)u = 0 implies u, = u2 = 
u,-, = u, = 0. Then the other components satisfy the linear equation (16~): u~+~+ 
u~+,-~u~+u~_~+u~-~=O, 3~i~n-2. It yields ui=A+CLi+(Yeb+~pBo’, iE 
(3, . . . , n - 2) with 13~ =i(& - 3) E ] - $, O[. That finally implies u, = 0, 1s i s n, i.e. 
Ker(Sym(A))={O}. Now, Au=O~(uISyrn(A)u)=(u(Au)=O. Then Sym(A)u=O 
i.e. u =O. q 
6.2. The ‘O-neighbour’ setting 
Proof of Proposition 10. Let u, ZJ E 10, l[ such that v - u < min( u, 1 - u). One checks 
that, for every w E ]u, v[, there exists (a,, a,, a3) E IO, l[” such that a, < a2 < a3 and 
$(a, + u2) = u, $(a,+ a3) = u, a3 = w. Then, (19b) implies: 
Vu,r>ElO, I[, VwE]u,v[, F(v)-F(U)Z(W-u)f(u)+(u-w)f(u). 
When w + u and w + ~1, one gets F(V) - F(u) 2 ( ZJ - u) max(f(u),f( u)). 
Let c = argmax[, .,f(x). c-u<u-uumin(u,l-u) hence F(c)-F(u)2 
(c - u)f(c). In the same way, since 21 - c < min(c, 1 - c), we have F(v) - F(c) 2 
(I.-c)F(c), so F(P) -F(u) >, (I,-u),f’(c). H ence ,f is locally constant on IO, l[. The 
continuity offcompletes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 11. (a) The same method as in Subsection 3.6.1 yields that x* is 
solution to 
3X, -.x2 = 0, 3x, -x,_, = 2, (36a) 
2xi - xi+, -x;_, = 0, 2Gi=zn-1. (36b) 
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(36b) implies that xi = A +@, A and p satisfying the system derived from (36a). 
Finally, this yields x, = (2i- 1)/(2n). 
(b) It is obvious that f= lLO,,I satisfies (19) at every x E Ft (as an equality for 
(36b)). At x*, the equation Vh(x*)u = 0 reduces to the homogeneous system derived 
from (36). Then, its only solution being the null vector, 0 is not an eigenvalue of 
Vh(x”). q 
Proof of Theorem 12 (repulsive equilibriums). (a) If XT = (2i - 1)/(2n) then 2: = 
(i-1)/n, 2sisn. Since/:,ug(u)du=J and 
i* 
i, 
,+I 
J* 
Ugil(U)du=$(i-I+j,,‘ug(u)du) 
+(;-y) Ex” ,;*;‘g&)du, 
the equilibrium condition (8) is satisfied by x* 
(b) One checks that 
Vh(xh) =A 
k(O) -g(O) 0 . . . 0 
-g(O) 4- 2g(O) -g(O) . . . ; 
0 . . . ... 
-g(O) 0 
b 
-g(O) 4-&(O) -g(O) 
. . . 0 -g(O) :l ’ 4-g(o) Isi,jSn 
Vh(x*) obviously has a dominating diagonal iff g(0) < 1. When g(0) = 1, Vh(x*) is 
the same as in the above uniform case and so is positive. 
Tr(Vh(x*)) = 1 -g(O)(n - 1)/(2n). Vh(x*) # 0 and is symmetric, hence it admits 
a negative eigenvalue as soon as Tr(Vh(x*)) s 0. q 
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